
Insurance Consulting  
and Litigation Support



Expertise

code analysis, premise liability analysis, and CAT 

response. We harness the firm’s resources and 

experience to analyze incident sites, perform 

comprehensive review of available documentation, and 

provide independent analysis.

Walter P Moore uses innovation and technology to 

provide creative solutions for complex matters. We 

determine root causes of distress and develop strategies 

for presenting insurance and litigation cases in a 

professional and ethical manner. We make every effort 

to understand your needs to deliver a thorough, and 

timely product. 

Your Forensic Specialists

The forensic consultants, licensed professional 

engineers, and registered architects at Walter P 

Moore provide insurance and litigation support 

services, consulting as expert witnesses to insurance 

professionals, attorneys, property owners, designers, 

and others involved in property and construction losses, 

including those resulting from catastrophic incidents. 

We utilize our technical backgrounds to help clients with 

pre-disaster assessments, post-disaster investigation 

and evaluations, extent-of-damage evaluation, cause 

and origin investigations, building 

Insurance Consulting and Litigation Support
Walter P Moore’s Insurance Consulting and Litigation Support team consults and directs 

the investigation of civil, structural, and architectural losses. Our firm’s 91 years in designing 

and solving challenging structural, enclosure, infrastructure, and water resources issues 

has created an environment that celebrates creative problem solving. We support your 

organization with forensic analysis to determine the cause and origin of complex matters. 

Our thorough and responsive investigations provide you with details to resolve matters and 

move cases forward. Our 700+ professionals, strategically placed in the U.S. and abroad, 

offer a full array of services and capabilities.

→ Premises Liability

→ Architecture

→ Structural Engineering

→ Structural Steel/Reinforced Concrete/Timber

→ Building Enclosure/Roofing/Waterproofing

→ Parking Structures

→ Foundations

→ Infrastructure/Water Resources



→ Failure Analysis

→ Extent of Damage Assessment

→ Dispute Resolution Support

→ Cause & Origin Investigation

→ Building Code Analysis

→ Material Science/Corrosion 

→ Construction/Design Defects

→ Fire/Water Damage Evaluation

→ Pre-Disaster Risk Assessment

→ Post-Disaster Investigation

→ Catastrophic (CAT) Response

→ Flood Evaluation/Warning Systems/Dam Safety

→ Storm Water Quality/NPDES Consulting

→ Premises Liability

Services/Capabilities
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Who We Are
Walter P Moore is an international company of engineers, architects, innovators,  

and creative people who solve some of the world’s most complex structural, 

technological, and infrastructure challenges. Providing structural, diagnostics, civil, 

traffic, parking, transportation, enclosure, technology consulting, and construction 

engineering services, we design solutions that are cost- and resource-efficient, 

forward-thinking, and help support and shape communities worldwide.

+ 1 800.364.7300


